Dear [ENTER MANAGER’S NAME],
I would like to request your approval to attend the 2019 Fiber Connect, June 3-5, at the Gaylord Palms Resort in Orlando.
As North America’s premier fiber event, it’s my best opportunity to explore the latest strategies and products for making
fiber deployment more affordable and efficient, and discover new ways to grow and enhance networks at the lowest cost.
Network operators, vendors, and equipment providers will gather under one roof for three days packed with top-notch
education, a best-in-class expo hall, and time to make long-lasting business connections.
Having reviewed the speakers and agenda, it’s easy to see that this conference is firmly rooted in providing valuable content.
From industry influencers breaking down the strategies of all-fiber deployment to leading vendors discussing the latest
products and solutions, I can guarantee there’s a presentation that fits all our business needs.
Take a look at the featured topics (or view the Fiber Connect program):
 Business sessions that focus on e-rate funding, service delivery, user impact, value of fiber, marketing and public
relations, and more.
 Operations sessions that focus on installation service and maintenance, upgrading technology, pole attachment,
video service options, and more.
 Engineering sessions that focus on network design, plant management, fiber-enabled 5G wireless, managing a
mature fiber plant, and more.
 June 2 Workshop: Fiber Broadband Starter Kit that focuses on fiber basics and network design, installation best
practices, personnel, establishing partnerships, and more.
While my priorities may differ from the other attendees, I’ll benefit form meeting like-minded peers who are focused on
reliable, profitable networks, efficiently deployed, that deliver ultra-high-speed services to satisfied customers.
Among the content presented in the sessions, an expanded expo hall, and networking time, I plan to learn new techniques,
earn 10 BICSI continuing education credits, increase my knowledge regarding an all-fiber deployment, and gather ideas to
help us successfully grow and enhance our networks.
To provide a better idea of the expenses involved, I’ve detailed the approximate cost of my attendance:
 Conference Registration: [$AMOUNT]
 Airfare/Travel: [$IF APPLICABLE]
 Hotel: [$IF APPLICABLE]
 Additional Expenses: [$IF APPLICABLE]
Plus—I can take advantage of the early registration discounts if I register by April 22. Learn more about the 2019 Fiber
Connect at FiberConnect.org, or contact me for additional information.
Thank you for your consideration,
[YOUR NAME]

